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Fraughan Rock

Glenmalure the south most of the Wicklow valleys is home to the most unexploited bouldering in Wicklow. For anyone prepared to walk there are classic boulder problems of all grades
awaiting first ascents. While there isn’t a huge number of established problems most are
high quality.

Further up the valley in the Fraughan Rock Glen is a very nice boulder (GR T 052
935) not far from the track that leads up the valley. Follow the directions for Sé’s
Boulder but continue up the track and walk almost to the end of Fraughan Rock
Glen and cross the stream.
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Ballinafunshogue Boulder
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In the carpark is 3km up the valley from the
crossroad at Glenmalure Lodge is a nice boulder (GR T 082 927) two seconds from the car.
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Slopey arete.
Tricky rockover start,
easy finish.
The groove.
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Sé’s Boulder
Park in the large carpark at the end of the road.
Cross the river at the ford (or further upstream
using the footbridge) and follow the track past the
youth hostel. Take the left turn after 500m and
follow this for 200m until a large boulder (GR T
059 944) is visible about 100m up the rough
slope.

1 Cavalier Attitude 5+
2 Blue Tongue
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2 Sé’s Crack 5
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Dave Flanagan on Crowd Control on Fraughan Rock. Photo: Peter Tom McMahon.
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The face on nice edges.
The left arete. Two pads
would be nice.
Nice moves up the crack.

3 4 5 Crowd Control

Excellent arete.
SS right of the arete. From undercuts reach to the jug
ledge and use the sidepulls to get stood up. Classic.
P
SS on arete and mantle the rounded dome.
3
Easiest way up.
6a+ Delicate layback moves on the rib lead to a slap for the
slopey ledge and a worrying topout. Brilliant.
P
Hard blank arete/slab starting from good sidepull.
P
The blank slab.

Lugnaquilla
It’s more than likely that there is more bouldering further up the Fraughan Glen and
in the other valleys surrounding Lugnaquilla especially the North and South Prisons.
If exploring bear in mind the west side of the Lug is in the artillery firing range
and restrictions may apply. Phone the Glen of Immal Army Warden Office on 045404653 for information.

Diarmuid Smyth on a project in the Upper Fraughan Glen.
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Art’s Lough
Art’s Lough is a must visit for aficionados of wilderness
bouldering. The setting is remote and very scenic, the walk
is arduous, the rock is an unusual granite and there is more
to do than done.

Conditions

Ciaran’s Boulder

Foxburrow

Ciaran’s Boulder (GR T 059 929) is the biggest boulder
in the cluster at the south end of Art’s Lough. It has one
excellent problem, a few projects and is potential for a few
minor problems on the surrounding blocks. The ground
around the boulders is some of the roughest in Wicklow.
Watch out for the deep holes hidden in the waist high
heather.

Further south high above the lake is a rocky plateau with
one particularly impressive boulder called White Elephant
(GR T 057 926).

1 Art Attack 7a

Art’s Lough and the Foxburrow are relatively sheltered so
could be midgey on calm days in the Summer.

Approach
Walk up the steep hill behind Fraughan Rock heading for
the white tent shaped boulder (which has a nice easy slab
problem on it) on the skyline. The boulders are at the far
end of the lake.
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The steep wall on the lake end has
a line of holds running diagonally up
and left. A fingery crux and a hard
campus lead to a steady topout.
Landing is awkward rather than
lethal.
The easiest line up the right side of
the slab starts from the boulder.
The slab starting from the ground on
the left. Blank.
The vertical wall in the pit.

1 Musophobia
2 3 -

6b
P
P

4 Elephants
6a
can’t Tip Toe

The slopey left arete
The tall arete might be climbable.
The arete to the right. Jump start
to a good edge then pad up the
slab.
The right side of the slab using
the dark pocket to start and the
sidepull to finish.
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Hostel

Se's
Boulder

P

Above Foxburrow are some impressive looking boulders notably the very clean cut slab and the huge heather topped
block on the hillside south west of White Elephant. There is
also potential for a circuit of problem on the boulders just
north west of White Elephant.
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Fraughan
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Kelly's
Lough
Lee Robinson on Musophobia, Foxburrow.

Lee on problem 3, Foxburrow.

Lee on Art Attack, Ciaran’s Boulder.

Glenmalure
Lodge

